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Abstract

Previous studies have mostly focused on the relationship between macroeconomic shocks

and trade balance adjustments of resource-rich countries while largely overlooked countries

with trade composition of high resource-export and strong import-dependence such as Papua

New Guinea. Utilising a Bayesian Vector Autoregressive (BVAR) model, we quantify the

relative importance of macroeconomic shocks on the country’s trade balance adjustments

and examine how they evolve over time. Our identification strategy takes advantage of

the fact that shocks generated from the resource sector and non-resource sector would have

heterogeneous impacts on trade activity. We document that at a different point in time,

all identified shocks except inflation contributed significantly to the fluctuations in trade

balance with varying magnitude. The impulse responses show that one standard deviation of

devaluation in the real exchange rate and resource boom lead to an immediate improvement

in the trade balance. Shocks in the non-resource sector and inflation are found to have a

positive impact on the trade balance, but they are mostly statistically insignificant.
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1 Introduction

There has been a large amount of literature devoted to understand the economic development

of resource-rich developing countries. The most frequently visited area in the literature is the

Dutch Disease theory, see pioneering work by Corden (1984); Corden and Neary (1982); van

Wijnbergen (1984); Sachs and Warner (1995) to more recent work by Arezki and Ismail (2013);

Bjørnland et al. (2018), which suggests that a sudden windfall gain from resource boom is usually

accrued to profitable sectors servicing the resource industry. Meanwhile, the rest of the economy

shrinks as a result of currency appreciation and a decline in trade competitiveness. During

resource windfall, policymakers in these countries have to manage significant macroeconomics

adjustments on its external balance by deciding how much to consume, save and invest out

of this transitory resource income. These decisions are not innocuous for macroeconomic and

external stability since they can determine whether these countries may face or avert external

sector disruptions in time of resource slowdown. The nature of concentrated trade composition

further deprives them the ability to cushion large external shock in commodity prices which

leads to frequent external imbalance (Hausmann and Rigobon, 2003). Hence, policymakers are

often concerned with external imbalance as prolonged misalignments in the current account

precipitates real exchange rate misalignments which is known to precede balance of payment

crisis in the economy (Kaminsky et al., 1998). Thus, it is not surprising that many resource-

rich countries in the past not only have failed to convert resources wealth into long-term and

equitable economic development but also regularly faced abrupt external misalignment.

The determinants of external balance have been examined in number of studies which in-

volves different countries, various econometric tools and different analysis periods. While the

majority of the recent studies are country-based studies primarily focused on the persistent US

current account deficits, others have focused on a group of countries. The results obtained from

these studies reveal some level of agreements with unidirectional causality findings, but a full

agreement has not been reached in the literature. The evidence obtained until now can be best

described as mixed. For instance, Bems et al. (2007) attributed the fluctuations in the US exter-

nal balance to supply shocks driven by improvements in total factor productivity by using VAR

model with long run restrictions. On the contrary, Straub and Barnett (2008) discovered that

oil price shock, monetary policy and private absorptions shocks each accounts for the fluctuation

in US current account in a different point in time using DSGE and sign-restrictions VAR. With

a different approach, Barnes et al. (2010) revealed that classic fundamental economic variables

such as demographic variables, GDP per capita levels, trade openness contribute significantly to

the changes in external balance in OECD countries. For a survey done specifically for industrial

countries, Freund (2005) found that the determinants of current account are attributable to

the adjustments in real exchange rate, trade balance and fiscal deficit. Further to these works,

Maria Milesi-Ferretti and Razin (1998) argued that current account in low and middle-income

countries is more likely to be driven by the level of foreign reserves level the countries possess

and terms of trade shocks due to the nature of its less established financial systems.
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Studies in the literature also appears to only focus on the determinants of current account as

a whole while largely ignores the dynamic movements in the components of current account such

as trade balance adjustments in the event of various macroeconomic shocks. These assumptions

seem to be unrealistic as argued by Gruber and Kamin (2007) in their seminal contributions

that, by merely determining the causes of current account commonly found in the literature

such as currency misalignments or trade balance adjustments are less helpful as these factors

are already reasonably obvious. Outlining these determinants without taking extra steps to

understand the underlying factors leaves open the more fundamental causes of current account

changes. Motivated by the relatively limited literature available in the subject, this paper

attempts to investigate how trade balance, the single largest component of current account,

responds to different structural macroeconomic shocks in the economy. In particular, we focus

exclusively on the trade balance adjustments of Papua New Guinea (PNG), a country which

uniquely combines the trade characteristics of a resource-rich country for being highly resource-

export dependent and in the meantime, being heavily import-dependent like any other Pacific

Island countries in the region.1 The distinctive trade patterns of PNG has often rendered the

country to episodes of external imbalances driven by volatile movements in its trade balance

adjustments as presented in Figure 1. The prolonged external imbalance in the economy then

precipitates the occurrence of balance of payment crisis, a phenomenon that is not uncommon

to PNG especially in the aftermath of resource boom. Hence, the natural questions would be

which macroeconomic shock accounts for the largest contribution in trade balance adjustments

and to what extent these shocks affect the trade balance movements and how does the trade

balance of such trade characteristics like PNG responds to different structural shocks.

To address these questions, we use a structural Vector Autoregressive model with Bayesian

inference, or better known as a Bayesian VAR (BVAR) model to identify the impact of resource

activity, non-resource activity, inflation and real exchange rate shocks on trade balance adjust-

ments in PNG. The VAR model introduced by Sims (1980) have been widely applied in the

literature to capture the dynamic linear interdependencies between dependent and independent

variables. With Bayesian inference, it has a strong advantage over conventional frequentist

econometric approach as it models shocks by probability distribution over hypothesis depend-

ing on the degree of confidence in the chosen prior and the robustness of the findings. In other

words, Bayesian inference overcomes the parsimonious specification to incorporate fewer ex-

planatory variables due to limited observations and small datasets (Litterman, 1986). This is

particularly relevant for the case of PNG as time-series macroeconomics data is scarce, thus

making the BVAR model most suitable for this study. We first disentangle shocks from re-

source and non-resource activity to capture the heterogeneity within the economy across both

sectors. It then follows a standard small-open economy estimation model used by Kim (2001)

1The trade composition of countries in the Pacific Island region is characterised by a narrow export base

and high import-dependence. It is mainly caused by geographical remoteness from global economic centers

and small population, which prevents these countries from exploiting economies of scale and thus lower export

competitiveness. See more Chen et al. (2014)
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to incorporate inflation, real effective exchange rate and trade balance. The main assumption

of this paper is that the resource sector plays the most significant role in the economy, thus

it is modelled to have a contemporaneous effect on all the variables in the model. A one-time

structural disturbance in resource sector, non-resource sector, inflation and real exchange rate

is modelled to examine how each shock affects trade balance using impulse response function.

Then, we assess the relative importance of each of these shocks in contributing to trade balance

adjustments using historical decomposition analysis suggested by Burbidge and Harrison (1985).

To the best of our knowledge, none has studied PNG’s trade balance under the same framework

as we do in this paper. The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we build a macroeco-

nomic framework and apply various macroeconomic shocks on trade balance in the context of

PNG and such framework is non-existent for the economy. Second, this study bridges the gap

of existing literatures by understanding how trade balance adjusts to structural macroeconomic

shock especially in a country not only with highly resource exports but also strong import-

dependency. Third, the data-scarce environment in PNG has been a major impediment for

empirical researchers in the field, which explains the limited literature available for the country.

With the econometric techniques that we develop in this paper, it overcomes the problem of

working with small datasets which can lead to more future research for evidence-based policy-

making in PNG. The policy implications obtained in this paper should not only useful for PNG

but also other countries of similar trade characteristics.

This paper yields several interesting results. The impulse response functions show that

the overall trade balance will be improved for slightly more than a year only in response to a

positive resource activity shock. A one-standard deviation devaluation in real Kina exchange

rate however, exerts a positive, longer and larger impact on trade balance than resource shock,

suggesting devaluating Kina is a more effective tool in improving PNG’s trade balance than

a resource boom. An innovation in the non-resource sector and inflation are found to have a

positive impact on the trade balance but are mostly statistically not significant. The historical

decomposition of trade balance indicates that at different point in time, shocks in the resource

sector, non-resource sector and real exchange rate each account for different magnitude. In other

words, the resource sector shock is not the sole dominant contributor to the fluctuations of the

trade balance during the sample period. For instance, the trade balance deterioration during

the global financial crisis between 2008 and 2010 was largely attributed to shocks in the non-

resource sector whereas the contribution of resource sector shock was trivial. Our results show

that despite the recent resource boom in 2014 accounted for the largest contribution to trade

balance improvement, its pass-through effect was short-lived. While the trade balance continued

to improve after the resource boom, the increase in surplus was largely driven by shocks in the

non-resource sector. Decomposing the model further, we discovered that the improvement in

trade balance during this period was actually caused by a severe import compression in the non-

resource sector, mirroring the severity of the balance of payment crisis faced by the country.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section provides a brief overview of the
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PNG economy. Section 3 sets out a detailed discussion of the data and econometric methodology,

including model specification and identification strategy. Section 5 presents the main empirical

results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Brief Overview of PNG Economy

Papua New Guinea (PNG), the largest country in the Pacific Island region has a trade pattern of

narrow export compositions and high import dependence. The country has a dualistic economy

characterised by its large labour-intensive agricultural sector and capital-intensive resource sec-

tor. The formal sector is mostly made up of extractive mining and petroleum industry, fisheries,

forestry, cash-crop agricultural production and a relatively small import-substituting manufac-

turing sector. The informal sector, on which 85% of the population derives their livelihood, is

mostly subsistence farming. While most of the extractive industries are marked by the pres-

ence of large foreign-owned enterprise, the agricultural sector, including cash and subsistence

crops, is largely dominated by small scale family farmers in rural settings. Like many other

commodity-rich countries, PNG has often missed the opportunity to broaden its economic base

outside the resource sector. The share of resource sector in total GDP has increased steadily

from a negligible 2% in 1975 to 29% in 2016 while the non-resource sector has declined over time.

The over-reliance on resource-generated revenues is reflected in its vulnerability to commodity

price shocks. The relative strong commodity prices between 2002 and 2013 had seen PNG’s reg-

istering robust economic growth with an average of 6%. Conversely, PNG experienced almost

zero growth from 2014 onward as a result of declining commodity prices (Fox et al., 2018).

PNG is considered one of the world’s most resource-dependent country with the exports

of metals, oil and more recently liquefied natural gas (LNG) making them the world’s top 15

exporting market for such commodities. Despite only accounts for slightly less than a third

of the overall economy, Figure 2 shows that the resource sector contributes almost 70% of the

country’s total exports. The remaining is dominated by primary agricultural sectors such as

forestry and fishery exports. One of the most significant developments in recent years has

been the $19 billion PNG LNG project. It was the first LNG plant in the country with such

unprecedented scale and was projected to export 8 million tonnes of LNG every year upon

completion. Since the construction took place in 2010, there had been a constant stream of

foreign capital flowing into the economy to fund the current account deficits associated with

imports of capital equipments for mining constructions. The completion of the PNG LNG

project in 2014 had seen resource share in total exports reaching an unprecedented peak of

86%. In the meantime, it has sparked wide debates as to whether the PNG LNG led resource

boom has any spillover to the rest of the economy. During much of this period, the country

was bothered by an overvalued currency, balance of payment crisis, a crowding-out non-resource

economy, a classical demonstration of the Dutch Disease symptoms (Basu et al., 2013).

On the other hand, PNG is heavily dependent on imports with a highly concentrated com-

position. The import composition presented in Figure 3 shows that PNG’s imports are mainly
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made up of machineries and manufactured durables, agricultural foods and fuels. Developments

in the resource sector play a huge part in driving the country’s imports as costly drilling machines

and refinery equipments for processing have to be imported to support mining constructions.

The construction of PNG LNG project between 2010 and 2014 had seen an increasing trend

in the share of machinery and manufacturing, registering an average of 60% of total imports

before falling to slightly above 40% upon completion. Similar to other Pacific Island countries

(PIC), PNG is characterised by small and dispersed population which makes it difficult for these

countries to exploit economies of scale in manufacturing productions. PNG is further worsened

by its geographical remoteness and mountainous terrain which complicate infrastructure devel-

opments for transport connectivity. These features lead to relatively high cost of production

domestically which not only make PNG dependent on foreign-made goods, but also deprives

PNG the advantage to develop export-oriented industrialisation experienced by its East Asian

neighbours. Moreover, the prolonged overvalued currency fuelled by resource boom has made

foreign goods broadly more affordable.

Like many other commodity-rich developing countries, PNG is not exempted from facing

balance of payment crisis in the event of a sudden reversal in capital flow and deterioration

of foreign earnings. This is reflected in the ongoing foreign exchange shortages the country

is experiencing. From 2003 to 2011, the strong revenue growth aided by high commodity

prices and the construction of the PNG LNG Project has enabled the government to achieve

modest fiscal deficits despite significant increase in government expenditures. However, the

fiscal policy settings began to deteriorate and the budget deficit increased strikingly from 2012.

The end of commodity price boom was a contributing factor but it was further worsened by the

expansionary fiscal policies adopted by the PNG government to maintain economic activity as

the construction phase of the PNG LNG project approached completion. Combined with the

slowdown in foreign capital inflows, these factors placed downward pressures on PNG’s external

accounts. External reserves fell as a result of the intervention of central bank to satisfy unmet

demand and further currency depreciation by selling its foreign reserves. Given the widening

imbalances in foreign exchange market, the external reserves was eventually exhausted and led

to severe balance of payment crisis in the country.

3 Empirical Methodology and Data

3.1 Empirical Methodology

To investigate how the trade balance of Papua New Guinea (PNG) reacts to different macroe-

conomic shocks we employ a five-variable VAR model. We employ structural representations of

the vector autoregressive model (SVAR) with p lag for t = (1, . . . , T ) as follows

B0yt = b+B1yt−1 + · · ·+Bpyt−p + et, et ∼ N (0,Ω), (1)

where yt = (ryt, nryt, inft, rert, bott)′ be a 5 × 1 vector of observation at time t, b is a

5× 1 vector of intercepts, Bi is a 5× 5 autoregressive coefficient matrix, et is a 5× 1 vector of
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residuals, is assumed to independently follow a standard multivariate normal distribution with

Ω) is 5× 5 variance-covariance matrix.

The model modification is motivated by recent empirical studies. The first group of variables

includes resource GDP(ry); non-resource-GDP (nry), expressed in log level. Instead of using

the overall GDP series, we decompose GDP into resource and non-resource GDP as suggested by

Harding and Venables (2016) to capture the heterogeneity within the economy across different

sectors. It then follows a standard small-open economy estimation model used in Kim (2001),

Jääskelä and Smith (2013), Charnavoki and Dolado (2014), An et al. (2014), among others, to

incorporate inflation (inf), real exchange rates (rer). The historical evolution of each variable

used in the model is presented in Figure 4. In this benchmark modification, we first examine

the adjustment of the trade balance (bot) and then investigate the behaviour of exports and

imports through an augmented modification.

The reduced form of VAR is obtained by premultiplying B−1

0
to both side of (1) as

yt = c+A1yt−1 + · · ·+Apy+ ǫt, ǫt ∼ N (0,Σ). (2)

Having estimated the reduced form, we then recover the structural shocks of the model

based on the relationship between the reduced-form error (ǫt) and the structural shock (et),

which can be written as ǫt = B−1

0
et. We identify the structural shock by using a Cholesky

decomposition of the B−1

0
matrix. In using this strategy, the ordering of the variables in yt

becomes important. The ordering allows the corresponding shocks for each variable in yt to

impact the variables that appear below it contemporaneously while only impact the variables

above it with a lag. Therefore, given the ordering in vector yt of the aforementioned VAR

model, it is assumed that shocks stemming from trade balance activity cannot affect on other

variables contemporaneously. Similarly, exchange rate shocks also cannot affect other variables

within a quarter, except for trade balance as it is ordered below this variable. By placing

resource GDP as the first variable of yt , we rest on the assumption that resource sector plays

the most significant role in the economy. Hence, the shocks in resource sector in PNG has a

contemporaneous pass-through on all the variables in the model.

The paper uses Bayesian inference to estimate the VAR model. Following Bańbura et al.

(2010), we utilize the Normal Wishart prior using dummy observations. Based on the Hannan-

Quinn information criterion, the number of lag length, p, is 2.2 It is also worth noting that

the Bayesian estimation involves a Monte Carlo procedure, which is applicable irrespective

of whether the variables are nonstationary, thus pre-testing the variables for unit roots is not

required (Sims, 1988). To allow for convergence of the Markov chain to a stationary distribution,

in the model we obtain 20,000 posterior draws, discarding the first 15,000 draws as a burn-in

period. See Appendix A for details.

2We follow Hannan-Quinn’s criterion as Akaike’s information criterion suggests different numbers of lag length

for different data compositions. Estimating the model with p = 4, the number of lag length often used in the

literature, the main results remain virtually unchanged.
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3.2 Data Environment

In this subsection, we briefly discuss the data challenges that we faced in this study to caution

future researchers who have an interest in conducting macroeconomic research in PNG. Then,

we discuss how this paper overcomes these obstacles to reach the data we used in our study.

The biggest problem that regularly bothered us in this study is the absence of consistent

and high frequency time-series macroeconomic data in PNG. In particularly, we would like to

shed some light on the difficulties surrounding the country’s gross domestic product (GDP).

Firstly, the GDP data reported for PNG is highly inconsistent across all data sources with

almost every source reporting different numbers for the GDP series.3. Some may argue that it

is trivial to have minor differences across agencies due to various reasons such as the differences

in the reporting format, the time of publications and the GDP deflator used in obtaining the

real GDP series, but here we are facing not only large, but inexplicable differences. Secondly,

there is no quarterly or monthly time series data available for PNG’s GDP and we are only

left with annual frequency data. Conventional empirical studies in macroeconomics mostly use

quarterly or more desirably, monthly data in estimation study as high frequency data better

captures the information and boom-bust cycles in the economy. Thirdly, the official GDP series

is only available from 2002 onward as the PNG NSO underwent a major revision in its GDP

estimation methodology. No effort was carried out to revise the series reported before 2002,

thus making them obsolete and inapplicable. This means there are very limited observations

available to conduct useful econometric estimations based on a classical statistical approach.

To overcome these problems, it involves two steps. Firstly, we need to determine which

data source possesses the most reliable GDP series and it will then be used as an input in our

estimation. We collect the annual nominal and real GDP series across all sources between 2002

and 2016 and compare as to which series exhibits the most reliable trend. Data reliability is

determined by the conformity of GDP series to past economic events occurred in the country.

We also perform simple eye-balling method on the variables across all sources to spot any data

anomalies in the series reported4. We discovered that the GDP series reported by IMF and

NSO share almost similar trend in fluctuations. Both sources demonstrate better conformity

with minimal anomalies in their GDP series compared to other sources. In addition, the official

data released by PNG NSO provides an additional breakdown of the overall GDP series into

resource and non-resource GDP, thus we resort to the official data by PNG’s NSO for the annual

real resource and non-resource GDP series. Secondly, we interpolate the frequency of the GDP

series from annually to quarterly basis. Since all other variables used in our model are measured

on a quarterly frequency, analysis of this effect should be performed at the same frequency to

work with more observations. Previous studies such as Lahari et al. (2011); Vellodi and Aba

3There are currently four main data sources that report on PNG’s nominal and real GDP series: PNG National

Statistical Office (NSO) which made the series available on PNG Treasury Budget, International Monetary Fund

(IMF) International Financial Database, UN Comm Trade, World Bank, each can be found on their websites.
4For brevity purpose, we documented the full process of this analysis in a blog post on Devpolicy blog which

can be found here http://www.devpolicy.org/pngs-gdps-20190125/.
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(2012) have attempted to a establish higher frequency GDP series for the country. However,

there have been changes and revisions made in the official GDP series since their studies. Hence,

we replicate the same efforts by using Chow-Lin method developed by Chow and Lin (1971),

a basic method of temporal disaggregation that entails significant advantages over standard

interpolation to convert annually to quarterly frequency.

Domestic inflation is represented by the first difference of consumer price index obtained from

the QEB Statistical Tables prepared by the Bank of PNG. We obtain the quarterly data of real

effective exchange rate of Kina from IMF International Financial Database. The nominal trade

data for exports and imports before 2009 was sourced combined from IMF database and BPNG

QEB’s Statistical Table as the latter only reports trade data from 2009 onward. Trade balance

is expressed as a ratio of GDP by taking the difference between the nominal values of exports

and imports and divided by the nominal GDP of every quarter. All variables in the model were

seasonally adjusted and converted to domestic currency using the nominal exchange rate on

IMF database. All five variables are expressed in natural logarithm level form and inserted into

the estimation model.5 Figure 4 in Appendix depicts the data.

4 Empirical Results

There are two main types of results that we report in this paper. Firstly, we look at the effects

of a one-time macroeconomic shock on PNG’s trade balance using impulse response functions

to assess how trade balance as a whole reacts to different structural shocks. While impulse

response functions provide information about the average effect of a one-time shock on trade

balance, the historical decomposition looks at the cumulative influence of all shocks. Hence, we

move away from impulse response functions and look into the historical decompositions to assess

the relative importance of all disturbances in driving the trade balance of PNG and how they

evolved over time. To substantiate our results, we also conduct historical decomposition for

exports and imports by breaking down trade balance to understand how these trade variables

react heterogeneously to the structural shocks identified above.

4.1 Impulse Response Functions to Macroeconomics Shocks

The impulse response functions are plotted over 35-quarter horizon, along with confidence bands

constructed from 2000 Monte Carlo draws. Figure 5 reports the mean responses and confidence

bands associated with one standard deviation structural innovations in the resource sector,

non-resource sector, supply and devaluation shock to the country’s trade balance.

Firstly, the result indicates that a one-time unanticipated shock in resource sector improves

the country’s trade balance for roughly ten quarters before starting to exert a prolonged negative

impact on the trade balance. The one standard error band implies statistical significance for

5In this paper, our VAR model is analysed using Bayesian inference, which can easily include unit root non-

stationary variables without affecting the inference on the parameters of the model, see Sims and Uhlig (1991)

for more information. Hence, we model our variables in level form to retain information in the trends.
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merely one year, suggesting that resource boom only exerts a statistically significant positive

impact in the short-run. Then, the impulse response is followed by a prolonged deterioration

in trade balance, albeit mostly statistically not significant. It shows that there is a likelihood

that the resource boom may lead to a worsened trade balance in the long run. We argue that

this phenomenon is caused by a combination of a rise in resource-related imports and a decline

in non-resource exports together outweighing the boom in resource exports triggered by the

resource boom. This is consistent with the findings of Harding and Venables (2016) for 41

resource-rich countries including PNG. They found that the impact of resource exports falls

most heavily on non-resource exports with a 74 cents contraction per $1 of resource exports

whereas imports rise by 23 cents per $1, due to an increase in consumption of imported goods

and reduction of import-competing activities.

An unanticipated shock in the non-resource sector exerts a positive impact on the country’s

trade balance but they are mostly statistically insignificant. The positive trend shown is con-

sistent with our expectation as the non-resource sector is mostly import-substituting oriented.

Thus, an expansion in the non-resource sector reduces reliance on imports of foreign goods and

improves the overall trade balance. On the other hand, we find it puzzling that an unexpected

supply shock characterised by domestic inflation has a statistically significant impact on the

PNG’s trade balance. The results show that one standard deviation rise in domestic inflation

improves trade balance for one quarter before falling to the initial level. This evidence is contrary

to findings in the literature where inflation is generally associated with deterioration of trade

balance as the rise in domestic inflation relative to foreign inflation gives rise to real currency

appreciation and renders domestically produced tradable goods less competitive in the world

market, see Chan (2014) work for a variety of countries. We argue that the reverse context ap-

plies in the case of PNG. Domestic inflation has little impact on PNG’s export competitiveness

since most of its domestic productions are import-competing and primary commodities exports

are usually priced internationally. We attribute the short-run trade balance improvement to

the immediate cutbacks in imports driven by imported inflation. This is explained by Sampson

et al. (2006) study which found that foreign inflation is a major determinant of PNG’s domestic

inflation due to its heavy reliance on imports. Thus, an unexpected shock in domestic inflation

which inherits the spillover from foreign inflation prompts domestic market to reduce demand

for foreign goods, hence the improvement in trade balance.

Next, we model a one standard deviation shock in Kina real exchange rate to see how

devaluation affects PNG’s trade balance adjustments. The result reveals that PNG’s trade

balance improves almost instantaneous with a large magnitude. Its statistical significance lasts

more than two years, suggesting currency devaluation has a longer lasting impact on trade

balance than resource shock. It shows that the trade balance improves incrementally and peaks

in first year before slowing down to its initial value. The impulse response exhibits no sign of J-

curve in PNG, a phenomenon commonly associated with the speed of trade balance improvement
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after an initial period of deterioration in response to currency devaluation.6 We consider these

findings significant especially at the time of writing , PNG is still facing a balance of payment

(BoP) crisis and there has been ongoing discussions within the policymaking community as to

whether the currency should be devalued to resolve the problem of foreign exchange shortage

Fox et al. (2018). The impulse response confirms that devaluation exerts a longer lasting

impact with larger magnitude than resource boom, implying Kina devaluation is a better policy

instrument in improving the country’s trade balance position. This complements the findings of

Nakatani (2018), where he found the Marshall-Lerner (ML) condition holds in PNG. Hence, our

result confirms that an exchange rate depreciation indeed affects the trade balance favourably,

a condition that usually holds in many advanced countries, but has not been studied rigorously

in a small resource-rich open economy such as PNG (Bahmani-Oskooee and Niroomand, 1998).

4.2 Historical Decomposition of the Trade Balance

The impulse responses obtained in the VAR framework depends on a single positive shock in

each variable. While IRF analysis is useful to understand the pass-through of a one-time shock

on the trade variable in our model, they are not sufficient to capture the trade balance variation

as a result of sequence of shocks with varying magnitude. Thus, we move away from impulse

responses and examine the historical decomposition of the trade balance to assess the relative

importance of identified structural shocks on the trade balance and how these shocks evolved

over time.

The next question we aim to answer is to what extent do the shocks in the model explain

the ups and downs of the PNG’s trade balance over the sample period. The idea is that all

time series in the VAR can be fully decomposed into the contribution of different shocks and an

exogenous component, which is referred to as the baseline projection. We calculate the baseline

projection which mirrors the level of the trade balance that would have been achieved if no

shocks were present and the cumulative sum of resource, non-resource, supply and devaluation

shock across time. In other words, if we sum up the contribution of all the shocks at any time t,

together with the baseline projection, we recover the original time series at time t. Hence, the

historical decomposition is counterfactual where one investigates how differently would variables

have evolved if particular histories of shocks have instead occurred.

This paper also argues that by interpreting the empirical results in this section solely based

on the historical decomposition of trade balance alone is not sufficient as it only allows us to

determine which shock plays the most important role in driving the variable for a specific time

period. As trade balance is a sum of exports and imports, it implies that the net changes in

trade balance can be driven by different directions of exports and imports in response to shocks.

For instance, an improvement in trade balance can either be caused by a rise in exports or a

decline in imports or both effects taking place simultaneously. Hence, it is important to also

6J-curve was first introduced by Magee (1973) where currency devaluation is said to worsen the trade balance

first due to lag structure and improve it later resulting in a pattern that resembles the letter J, hence the J-Curve

phenomenon. See more Bahmani-Oskooee and Ratha (2004).
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incorporate the historical decomposition of exports and imports by breaking down the trade

balance to understand the pass through of all structural shocks on each trade variable. The

results are presented in Figure 6, 7 and 8.

4.2.1 Trade Balance 2002-2008

The trade balance between 2002 and 2008 was a period of relative calm with minimal volatil-

ity. The historical decomposition presented in Figure 6 shows that shocks in resource sector

accounted for the largest contribution to trade balance adjustments followed by real exchange

rate shock. Both shocks play equally large magnitude in driving the adjustments in trade bal-

ance with resource activity shocks explained the most changes between 2002 and 2006 and the

real exchange rate shocks accounted largely for the changes between 2006 and 2008. The histor-

ical decomposition of exports in Figure 7 corroborates these observations where it shows that

the shocks in resource sector and real exchange rate during this period dominated the boost in

exports. Along with the historical decomoposition of imports presented in 8, our results show

that the rise in exports during this period overshadows the decline in imports. Combining these

two trends leads to an improvement in overall trade balance.

The dominance of resource activity in PNG’s trade balance adjustment is not unexpected

given that this period is characterised by a rising commodity price trend. Considering the

sizeable share of mineral resources in PNG’s overall export basket, it confirms the significance

of resource activity shocks in PNG’s trade balance adjustments. On the other hand, our results

are also in line with the findings of Fox and Schroder (2017) as Kina real exchange rate during

this period was found to be undervalued for more than 10% of its equilibrium rate. The

currency misalignment during this period was a result of the 1997 Asian financial crisis and a

disastrous drought between 2002 and 2005, which prompted the PNG government to depreciate

the nominal exchange rate by more than 30%. The currency devaluation proved to be an

effective policy tool in improving trade balance throuhg the channels of exports as shown in our

results. Despite the undervalued currency, we did not find any evidence that the depreciated

exchange rate contributed significantly to the decline in imports during this period, a result

which confirms PNG’s heavy reliance on imported goods.

4.2.2 Trade Balance 2008-2012

The trend of resource sector dominance began to reverse between 2008 and 2012. This period

is characterised by the global financial crisis which many previous studies have argued that the

episode has little spillover to countries in the Pacific Island region due to insulated domestic

financial sectors from global capital markets. We argue that this statement is only partially

correct, at least for PNG, as this period is also marked by dramatic volatility in food and

fuel prices. During this period, the commodity price trend displayed very sharp and rapid

prices hike followed by an almost equally sharp decline in a relatively short period. This has

resulted in many import-dependent countries such as PNG disrupted with bloated imports and
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deterioration of trade balance, an area which has often been overlooked by previous studies. The

historical decomposition of trade balance in our model reveals that the shocks in non-resource

sector accounted for the largest contribution to the deterioration of PNG’s trade balance than

all other shocks. Decomposing the historical decomposition of trade balance further, the results

in Figure 7 and 8 confirm that the deterioration of trade balance is mainly driven by a decline

in non-resource exports and increase in non-resource imports over much of this period.

We attribute this phenomenon to two main factors. Firstly, we argue that the shocks in

non-resource sector is driven by the spike in imports associated with skyrocketing food prices.

Despite being a net exporter of agricultural primary commodities, PNG remains a net importer

of food products where imported food grains, cereal and wheat makes up more than 60% of

domestic consumption.7 The price inelastic nature of food imports further suggests that net

food-importing countries such as PNG had to import the same volume of food at a much higher

prices amid of a global food crisis led to the rise in total imports values as suggested by Chhibber

et al. (2009). Secondly, the rise in non-resource imports can be explained by the strong growth in

imports related to PNG LNG construction phase that took place in 2010. Costly construction

and capital equipment such as pipelines, heavy drilling and refinery machines all had to be

sourced offshore as PNG does not have the manufacturing capacity to support domestic heavy

industry. While there is no precise breakdown of the amount of imports attributable to the

mining project itself, the share of machinery and manufacturing materials during this period

has witnessed a significant growth to 60% of total imports as shown in Figure 3 .

4.2.3 Trade Balance 2012 - 2014

During this period, the historical decomposition of trade balance in Figure 6 exhibited a sharp

deteriorating trend driven by real exchange rate shocks. A similar phenomenon is mirrored on

the historical decomposition of exports and imports in Figure 7 and 8. The results show that

real exchange rate shocks not only accounted for the largest shock in driving the decline of

exports during this period, it is also mainly responsible for the spike in imports. Indeed, this

period is characterised by an overvalued currency as documented in Fox and Schroder (2017)

work. They found that the Kina real exchange was most overvalued in 2012 compared to other

years in the sample period . The currency was recorded almost 20% above the equilibrium rate.

We understand that the currency misalignments during this period was a lagged result

of the massive inflow of foreign capital associated to the construction of PNG LNG project.

While the adverse implications of currency overvaluation on trade balance adjustments are not

unexpected as found in this section, we are surprised by the magnitude of real exchange rate

shocks found in driving the deterioration of trade balance. All the historical decomposition

analyses presented in Figure 6, 7 and 8 simultaneously show that the shocks that real exchange

rate elicits on trade balance led to sharpest deterioration in the sample period, a phenomenon

that is not observed in other periods of currency misalignments in PNG. This result explains the

7See Bourke et al. (2009) work for the precise breakdown of food imports in PNG between 2003 to 2007.
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large external imbalances experienced by PNG in this period. It provides important lesson that

the currency appreciation fuelled by a sudden massive inflow of foreign capital associated with

resource project not only has far-reaching implications but also emerges as the most effective

shock in driving the deterioration of trade balance and external imbalances.

4.2.4 Trade Balance, 2014-2016

Lastly, the historical decomposition of trade balance in this period reveals several interesting

results. The shocks in resource sector account for the largest contribution in explaining the

improvement in trade balance after a prolonged episodes of deterioration since 2008. This

result confirms the narrative that the resource boom fuelled by the commencement of PNG

LNG productions in late-2014 reversed the decreasing trend with a widened surplus in trade

balance. An ardent reader, however, would also notice that the pass-through of resource sector

shocks on trade balance in Figure 6 only lasted for a year before it was superseded by shocks in

non-resource sector. The historical decomposition of exports and imports as shown in Figure 7

and 8 corroborates these findings and indicates that while resource boom continued to play a

positive and significant role in boosting exports, there is a large import compression driven by

the non-resource sector. In other words, there has been a decrease in the imports of non-resource

sectors and it exerts a larger spillover to the improvement of trade balance than resource boom.

This episode of non-resource import compression during this period is explained by two

main factors: the completion of PNG LNG construction and the balance of payment crisis that

the country is still currently facing. Upon the completion of the PNG LNG project, the country

experienced an immediate halt in the imports of high-valued heavy machineries as we previously

discussed in the section above. It has resulted in a decline in the share of machineries imports

from 60% at its peak in 2012 to about 40% in 2015. In conjunction with the low commodity

prices environment in 2014, the completion of PNG LNG triggered a reversal in capital flow.

As a result, the country underwent a severe balance of payment crisis as foreign reserves was

exhausted to prevent further depreciation of the exchange rate. While there is no precise

breakdown to what extent imports are compressed as a result of the balance of payment crisis,

the theoretical work by Nakatani (2018) found that the shortage of foreign reserves earnings

led to a reduction in imports and consumer welfare. Our result is in line with previous studies

in the literature and more importantly, provides empirical evidence to support the theoretical

assessments.

5 Conclusion

This paper examined how macroeconomics shocks in the resource sector, non-resource sector

and real exchange rate affect trade balance adjustments for a resource-rich and highly import-

dependent economy with a special reference to Papua New Guinea (PNG). The most populated

country in the Pacific region has been continuously experiencing turbulence in its trade balance
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and current account which has resulted in a severe balance of payment crisis and a shortage of

foreign exchange earnings in recent years. We utilised a five-variable Bayesian Vector Autore-

gressive (BVAR) model with standard Cholesky decomposition identification to examine the

pass-through of aforementioned macroeconomic shocks to better understand the response of

trade balance and the relative importance of each shock over time. The structural VAR model

in this paper is estimated with Bayesian inference to overcome the absence of long time-series

observations in PNG and in the meantime, able to capture the linear dependencies between the

variables used in our model.

We examined the responses of trade balance to a one-time structural disturbance of each

shock using impulse response functions. The results indicate that one standard deviation of

devaluation in real exchange rate and boom in resource sector lead to an immediate improve-

ment in trade balance. In addition, we discovered that the devaluation shock exhibits a larger

magnitude and longer lasting impact on trade balance improvement than resource boom, a

result which provides significant policy information. Meanwhile, shocks in the non-resource

sector and domestic inflation are found to have a positive impact on trade balance, but they are

largely statistically not significant. We extended our analysis to the historical decomposition

of trade balance to understand the relative importance of each shock and provide an empirical

account on the recent episodes of trade balance adjustments. In addition, we also calculated the

historical decomposition of exports and imports to substantiate our analysis. The main results

reveal that resource sector shock is not the sole determinant factor in driving the changes of

trade balance. Particularly, the shocks in real exchange rate and non-resource sector account

for the largest contribution to the trade balance at different point in time. For instance, the

trade balance deterioration during the global financial crisis was caused by a significant rise in

imports due to the construction of PNG LNG project and an exorbitant global food prices. We

also found that the recent resource boom fuelled by the PNG LNG project only had a shortlived

impact on trade balance adjustments before it was overshadowed by import compressions due

to severe balance of payment crisis and shortage of foreign exchange earnings.

The paper adds to the scarce literature in the context of a resource-rich and import-

dependent economy, by providing an analysis of macroeconomic transmission on trade balance

adjustments of PNG. To the best of our knowledge, the results presented in this paper are

considered the first to provide an empirical account to the theoretical work of Nakatani (2018),

amongst the very few other studies available in the context of PNG. Moreover, the econometric

technique and time-series data interpolation method that we used in this paper has far-reaching

implications for future macroeconomic empirical research in the country as it provides an al-

ternative with a better specification for estimation than conventional frequentist approach. We

consider these as significant contributions as there is hardly any empirical literature conducted

in the recent past for PNG. From a policy perspective, we can conclude that continued reliance

on the booming resource sector cannot be considered as a permanent remedy to overcome the

severity of balance of payment crisis and external shocks. The devaluation of real exchange
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rate is found to be a more effective policy instrument in improving trade balance, hence more

sustainable external balance. Lastly, each shock in the model accounts for different episodes

of trade balance adjustments and it is important for policymakers to identify the contributions

and relative importance of each shock before fine-tuning its economic policies.
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APPENDIX

A Bayesian estimation

Let yt = (ryt, nryt, inft, rert, bott)′ be a 5 × 1 vector of observation at time t. The structure

representation of the vector autoregressive model (SVAR) with p lag for t = (1, . . . , T ) can be

expressed as

B0yt = b+B1yt−1 + · · ·+Bpyt−p + et, et ∼ N (0,Ω), (3)

where et is assumed to independently follow a standard multivariate normal distribution. The

reduced form of VAR is obtained by premultiplying B−1

0
to both side of (3) as

yt = c+A1yt−1 + · · ·+Apy+ ǫt, ǫt ∼ N (0,Σ), (4)

where c is a 5 × 1 intercepts, A1, . . . ,Ap are 5 × 5 VAR coefficient matrices and N (·, ·)

denotes the Gaussian distribution with Σ as the 5 × 5 covariance matrix. Compactly, we can

rewrite (4) as:

yt = Xtβ + ǫt ǫt ∼ N (0,Σ), (5)

where β = vec ([c,A1, . . . ,Ap]
′) is kβ × 1 vector with kβ = 5(5p + 1) and Xt = In ⊗

(1,y′
t−1, . . . ,y

′
t−p). Finally, stacking (5) over t we get

y = Xβ + ǫ ǫ ∼ N (0, IT ⊗Σ), (6)

where y = (y1,y2, . . . ,yT )
′, X = (X1,X2, . . . ,XT )

′ and ǫ = (ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , ǫT )
′.

To complete the model specification, we assume the following independent prior for the

model parameters:

β ∼ N (β0,V0), Σ ∼ IW(S0, ν0),

where IW(S, ν) denotes the Inverse Wishart distribution with scale matrix S and the degree

of freedom ν. For known matrices β0,V0,S0, ν0 posterior draws are obtained by a 2 block Gibbs

sampler that cycles through:

1. p(β|y,Σ)

2. p(Σ|y, β)
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B Figures

Figure 1: Historical Evolution and Breakdown of PNG Current Account
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Figure 2: PNG Exports Composition, 2002-2016
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Figure 3: PNG Imports Composition, 2010-2016
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